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10.1 Introduction

In spite of patterns observed in adult second language (L2) learning across diverse L2s and native language (L1) groups, it has long been known that there are individual differences (IDs) in the process and outcome of L2 learning. IDs may arise for several reasons, including intrinsic variation in the cognitive and socio-affective properties of the learner (Dewaele & Furnham, 2000; Dörnyei & Skehan, 2003; Milovanov et al., 2010; Robinson, 2001; Skehan, 2002). Recent work in L2 perception and production has begun to devote systematic attention to understanding such IDs, finding predictive value for factors such as cue weighting patterns, non-linguistic perceptual abilities, the phonetics of L1 categories, L2 working memory, and neural correlates (e.g., Darcy et al., 2015; Idemaru et al., 2012; Kartushina & Frauenfelder, 2013, 2014; Perrachione et al., 2011; Raizada et al., 2010; Schertz et al., 2015, 2016).

In the study of heritage language (HL) sound systems, too, IDs have often been observed; in fact, a recurring theme of this literature has been the marked degree of inter-speaker variability among heritage speakers (HSs), which may exceed that seen in more L1-dominant native speakers and even in late-onset L2 learners (Chang, 2021). One possible contributor to this comparatively high inter-speaker variability is experiential; that is, unlike native speakers raised and educated continuously in the HL or instructed L2 learners acquiring a standard variety, HSs’ lived experience with their HL, including the socio-demographic characteristics of their home environment that often provides the majority of their exposure and use opportunities related to the HL, may differ dramatically between individuals. Consequently, it is reasonable to believe that IDs in the HL sound system may arise not only from variation in cognitive and socio-affective dimensions, but also from socio-demographic differences (e.g., presence versus absence of an HL-speaking grandparent and/or sibling in the home; exposure to a non-standard variety of the HL). In the current study, our focus will be on these socio-demographic differences.
Our previous work on US-based HSs of Mandarin Chinese (Chang et al., 2009, 2010, 2011; Chang & Yao, 2016, 2019) collected extensive socio-demographic data, but ultimately used only three variables to classify participants into groups: (1) age of acquisition of Mandarin, (2) frequency of current Mandarin use, and (3) length of residence in Mandarin-speaking regions. For the purposes of that research, participants were classified as native speakers if they had been both born and raised in a Mandarin-speaking region; late L2 learners if they had been born in the US, raised in an English-speaking home (i.e., not raised in a Mandarin-speaking home), and not exposed to Mandarin until the age of 18; and HSs otherwise. Given the wide range of HSs’ Mandarin use and residence in Mandarin-speaking regions, the HSs were further divided into two subgroups. Generally, HSs who reported using Mandarin at home more than half of the time were assigned to a high exposure subgroup, whereas those who reported using Mandarin at home half of the time or less were assigned to a low exposure subgroup, unless they had spent several years living in a Mandarin-speaking region.

Using these group designations and taking a group-based approach, our previous research produced several insights regarding Mandarin HSs. First, we found that, of the three groups, HSs were the most consistent at maintaining both language-internal and crosslinguistic contrasts between vowels, fricatives, and stop consonants (Chang et al., 2011). Second, in regard to tones, HSs were more native-like than L2 learners in some, but not all, acoustic aspects of tone production, such that their tones differed auditorily from both native speakers’ and L2 learners’; in addition, HSs’ tones showed the highest levels of variability, which may have played a role in the finding that HSs were the most difficult group for listeners to classify demographically (Chang & Yao, 2016). In follow-up work on Mandarin’s “neutral” tone (T0), we additionally found that HSs produced T0 with different durations than the other groups (particularly in contexts where T0 is non-obligatory), leading to lower intelligibility of HSs’ T0 productions compared to L2 learners’ despite higher goodness ratings for HSs’ intelligible T0 productions. We attributed this in part to greater variability in HSs’ dialectal exposure as well as educational exposure to standard norms for Mandarin (Chang & Yao, 2019). On the basis of these results, we argued that “phonetic differences between [HSs] and [L2 learners] are not unidirectional, but instead vary across aspects of the language in accordance with differences in speakers’ linguistic experience” (p. 2291).

In the current study, we take this argument further by systematically examining, using multiple factor analysis (MFA; for an overview, see Abdi et al., 2013), all of the experiential and other socio-demographic variables that we collected data on in our previous research. Although few linguistic studies have used MFA before, some have used the related techniques of principal component analysis (PCA; e.g., Bowles et al., 2016; Debras, 2017; Favier, 2020; Hodge
et al., 2019) or multiple correspondence analysis (Iosad & Lamb, 2020), and MFA has been used in the neighboring field of semiotics (Piqueras-Fiszman et al., 2011). MFA is a generalization of the PCA method. Like regular PCA, MFA provides a means of discovering a set of new orthogonal variables (i.e., principal components, or “dimensions”) in a high-dimensional dataset, the contribution of each original variable to the dimensions, and the representation of each individual in terms of dimensions. Unlike regular PCA, however, MFA is able to handle datasets containing both numeric and categorical variables and to balance the contribution of different groups of variables. MFA is thus ideally suited to the mixed, high-dimensional dataset examined in this study.

The current study had two main goals pertaining to the analysis of the large dataset that was compiled over the course of our previous research. For the purposes of this study, each individual speaker was given a detailed demographic profile (comprising more than 100 socio-demographic variables coded from their background questionnaire, some categorical and others numeric) and a detailed phonetic profile (comprising hundreds of numeric phonetic variables) for each language. Our primary goal was thus to demonstrate how such integrative, high-dimensional profiles could be boiled down to a low number of dimensions that still capture the majority of variance among individuals, allowing for a more manageable exploration of IDs and of the relative development of different types of phonetic variables. A secondary goal was to examine how the group classifications used in our previous work, which were based on only a few selected variables, would compare with the results of MFA.

Crucially, we take the MFA approach here not only because it matches well with our data, but also because this approach, which takes a much broader look at the data than was taken in any of our previous studies, offers several advantages. First, it allows us to identify speaker groups more confidently, on the basis of a wide swath of socio-demographic variables rather than a few selected ones. Second, it produces more nuanced visualizations of IDs in HSs’ sound systems, which incorporate multiple phonetic variables. And third, it permits us to relate these IDs to socio-demographic factors at a higher level (i.e., the level of orthogonal “dimensions”). In the rest of this chapter, we provide, as proof of concept, a brief report on our MFA findings, concluding with thoughts on the joint investigation of IDs in the HL and the majority language and on the pros and cons of group-based and individual-centered approaches.

10.2 Methodology

10.2.1 Participants

The participants reported on in Chang et al. (2009, 2010, 2011) and Chang and Yao (2016, 2019) comprised three groups of Mandarin speakers living in the
US at the time of study: native speakers born and raised in a Mandarin-speaking region (the NM group; \(n=6\)), late-onset L2 learners from an L1 English background (the L2 group; \(n=5\)), and HSs (the HL group in past work; \(n=15\)). To streamline labeling in graphs pertaining to individual differences, we enumerate members of these groups respectively with the prefixes N, L, and H (i.e., the same labels shown in Chang et al., 2011, p. 3977).

Because the HSs spanned a wide range of experience with Mandarin, in previous work, this group was further divided into two subgroups. Nine speakers comprised a high exposure (HE) subgroup and are labeled in visualizations with \(a\) (i.e., Ha7–Ha15), while six others comprised a low exposure (LE) subgroup and are labeled with \(b\) (i.e., Hb16–Hb21). Additional background information about the HE and LE subgroups, as well as the NM and L2 groups, is provided in Chang et al. (2011, pp. 3967–3968, 3977), and we discuss the socio-demographic differences among these participants in more detail below.

10.2.2 Procedure and Materials

In one session, participants completed an elicited production task and a detailed language background questionnaire that asked about early exposure to Mandarin and other languages, the language backgrounds of immediate and extended family, educational experience with Mandarin, and perceived proficiency levels. The production task was completed in a sound-attenuated booth in two blocks (i.e., one block for Mandarin and one block for English), with a break between blocks. In each block, participants were shown a target item on a flashcard and asked to utter the item aloud, on its own. The experimenter cycled through the flashcards four times (shuffling the deck after each cycle), resulting in four tokens of each item.

Target items comprised a total of fifty-nine Mandarin words and phrases and thirty-two English words, selected to elicit productions of the back rounded vowels /u o(ʊ)/ in Mandarin and English, the front rounded vowel /y/ in Mandarin, the stops in Mandarin (/p t k ph th kh/) and English (/b d g p t k/), the sibilant fricatives in Mandarin (/s ʂ ɕ/) and English (/s ʃ/), and the four lexical tones (T1–T4) and “neutral” tone (T0) of Mandarin. In short, the materials included Mandarin sounds that resemble English counterparts to varying degrees, as well as Mandarin-specific features.

Further details about the testing procedure, as well as the full lists of target items, are provided in Chang et al. (2011, pp. 3968–3969, 3978) and Chang and Yao (2016, pp. 139–140).

\(^1\) The full questionnaire is available at https://osf.io/u9wz4/. 
10.2.3 Socio-Demographic and Acoustic Data

A total of 133 socio-demographic/language background variables were coded from questionnaire responses as either categorical or numeric (i.e., continuous), depending on the relevant questionnaire item. For example, the variable of age of arrival in the US was numeric, while the variable of whether or not the participant spoke primarily Mandarin to their mother was categorical. Because not all participants completed the questionnaire in its entirety, analyses of the full participant sample focused on a subset of nine variables that contained data for all or most of the sample; analyses of just the HSs focused on a subset of thirty-seven variables (discussed further in Section 10.3).

A total of 110 acoustic variables (e.g., $F_1$ of Mandarin /u/ in an alveolar context; voice onset time (VOT) of English /t/) were measured via acoustic analyses in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2016), which are described in detail in Chang et al. (2011, p. 3969), Chang and Yao (2016, pp. 141–142), and Chang and Yao (2019, p. 2293). Acoustic variables comprised the first three vowel formants ($F_1$, $F_2$, $F_3$), VOT following prevocalic stops, spectral components of fricatives (specifically, the peak amplitude frequency and centroid), and fundamental frequency ($f_0$) and durational properties of tones (e.g., the “turning point” of T3).2

10.2.4 Statistical Analysis

To reduce the dimensionality of the socio-demographic and acoustic datasets, MFA was carried out using the MFA() function in the FactoMineR package (Lê et al., 2008) in R (R Development Core Team, 2021). Related visualizations were created with the factoextra package (Kassambara & Mundt, 2020).3 Both socio-demographic variables and acoustic variables were subjected to MFA, with all numeric variables transformed to $z$-scores (mean = 0, variance = 1) before being entered. A TalkerGroup variable group (comprising participants’ original group assignments in Chang et al., 2011; i.e., NM, L2, HE, LE) is included in the factor maps below but acted as a “latent” variable, meaning it did not contribute to the dimensions that emerged from MFA.

10.3 Results

We report here the results of four MFAs. The four MFAs are of socio-demographic variables over the full participant sample (MFA1), of

---

2 The full dataset of both socio-demographic and acoustic variables is available at https://osf.io/9rehm/

3 High-resolution color versions of all visualizations in this chapter can be viewed at https://osf.io/5hyjf/
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socio-demographic variables over HSs only (MFA2), of phonetic variables in Mandarin production (MFA3), and of phonetic variables in English production (MFA4). The results of all MFAs indicated that the first two dimensions (i.e., the two most important components: Dim1, Dim2) together accounted for the plurality, and usually the majority, of variance (i.e., 40–67%), so we focus on these two dimensions in the discussion that follows. Note that we are most interested in how the variables, variable groups, and individuals map onto the dimensions emerging from MFA. As in regular PCA, it is not straightforward to identify a precise meaning for each dimension, other than knowing that the dimensions comprise an orthogonal space that optimally captures the variance of the dataset. Thus, we focus our discussion on the distribution of variables, variable groups, and individuals in this space, which provided insight into the internal structure of the dataset.

We begin by presenting the results of MFA1, which helped us understand how participant (i.e., talker) groups differed from each other socio-demographically. This analysis focused on the subset of nine variables about which questionnaire data were available for all participants, which were sorted into three variable groups. The first variable group (AoAr) comprised the only numeric variable, age of arrival in the US (AoAr). The second (SelfLg) comprised self-reported L1 (Chinese, non-Chinese, or both Mandarin and English), country of birth (CoB; Chinese-speaking or non-Chinese-speaking), and best language (BestLg; Chinese, English, or both Mandarin and English). The third (ParentsLg) comprised home Mandarin variety in terms of a Mainland China versus Taiwan/Singapore dichotomy (ManVrty1) and in terms of a Northern versus Southern (e.g., Shanghai, Chaozhou, Guangzhou, Taiwan) dichotomy (ManVrty2), whether or not a participant’s mother (MomL1) and father (DadL1) spoke some variety of Chinese as their L1, and the primary language(s) spoken at home (HomeLg; Chinese, non-Chinese, or both Mandarin and English). The variables ManVrty1 and ManVrty2 were coded according to what a participant reported about their family’s, in particular their parents’, variety of Mandarin; L2 learners were thus coded as ‘NA’ for both of these variables.

The factor maps in Figure 10.1 show the correlations between each variable (group) and the first two dimensions. The coordinate of a given variable (group) on a given dimension indicates how much the specific variable (group) contributes to the given dimension. Similarly, the maps in Figure 10.2 show how each individual is represented by the first two dimensions. More specifically, Figure 10.1a shows that the three variable groups (AoAr, SelfLg, SelfLg)
ParentsLg contributed to Dim1 and Dim2 to different degrees, while both dimensions were relevant for the participant groupings encompassed in TalkerGroup. Figure 10.1b plots each variable against Dim1 and Dim2, and reveals a triangular formation of the categorical variables that is also evident in the orientation of individuals in Figure 10.2a; specifically, the upper-left corner of the Dim1–Dim2 space contained mostly “non-Chinese” features (in Figure 10.1b) and L2 participants (in Figure 10.2a), while the upper-right corner contained mostly “Chinese” features and NM participants, and the lower-middle corner contained a mix of “Chinese,” “English,” and “Mandarin+English” features and mainly HSs. Notably, Figure 10.2a was, overall, consistent with the original participant groups in Chang et al. (2011), providing evidence of the validity of those groups despite the fact that they were based on only a few demographic factors.

Example demographic profiles of three peripheral (i.e., further from the origin) members of the NM, L2, and HS groups are depicted in Figure 10.2b. These profiles show participants L25 and Ha9 converging on
AoAr in the lower-left quadrant, but N4 projecting on AoAr into the upper-right quadrant, reflecting the fact that N4 had a much later AoAr than both L25 and Ha9. As for SelfLg and ParentsLg, there is more of a triangular pattern in the projections for these variable groups (i.e., distinct projections across the three individuals) although N4 and Ha9 projected into the same lower-right quadrant for ParentsLg, reflecting the overlap in features in this variable group for these two speakers. Thus, these demographic profiles provide a means of visualizing both similarities and differences among individuals with multifaceted backgrounds.

Moving on to MFA2, we conducted this analysis to better understand how HSs differed from each other socio-demographically. Three HSs (Ha7, Ha8, Hb20) were dropped from this analysis because they provided no data regarding Mandarin contact or their parents’ AoAr; thus, MFA2 focused on twelve of the fifteen HSs. Apart from the variables included in MFA1, MFA2 included many additional variables, all those that were widely represented in, and showed variation among, the HSs. This was a set of thirty-seven variables,
which were classified into eight variable groups. The first variable group (ResidLen) comprised each participant’s AoAr (AoAR), length of residence in a Mandarin-speaking (YRSMAN) and English-speaking environment (YRSENG), their father’s AoAr (DADAOAR), and their mother’s AoAr (MOMAOAR). The second variable group (SelfLg) again comprised each participant’s L1, country of birth (COB), and best language (BESTLG). The third variable group (ParentsLg) comprised, as above, MANVRTY1, MANVRTY2, DADL1, and HOMELOG, as well as the primary language each participant heard from their mother and father (respectively, LGFRMOM, LGFRDAD; Mandarin or English) and spoke to their mother and father (respectively, LGTODAD, LGTOMOM; Mandarin or English). The fourth variable group (TalkFreqWPARENTS) comprised each participant’s frequency of speaking Mandarin with their mother (Mom) and father (Dad). The fifth variable group (Siblings) comprised each participant’s number of younger siblings (CNTYNG) and older siblings (CNTOLD), and the frequency of siblings’ speaking in Mandarin to each participant (MANINPUT) and to their parents.

Figure 10.2 Representations of individuals according to demographic variables in MFA1. (a) Representations of individuals in terms of summed projections of all the variables in their demographic profile on Dim1 and Dim2 in MFA1 (ellipses mark the 95% CI around group means); (b) Demographic profiles of three peripheral individuals (N4, L25, Ha9) in terms of the three variable groups.
The sixth variable group (Grandparents) comprised the length of residence with grandparents (YrsRes) and the frequency of grandparents’ speaking in Mandarin to each participant’s parents (MANToPRT). The seventh variable group (ManExperience) comprised the total amount of Mandarin overhearing experience (OVERHEAR), listening experience (LISTEN; i.e., Mandarin speech directed at the participant), and speaking experience (SPEAK), summing over several different contexts. The eighth variable group (ManProficiency) comprised self-ratings of Mandarin proficiency in eleven contexts: telling a story (STORY), ordering in a restaurant (ORDER), shopping (SHOP), conversing with relatives about casual topics (CONVERSE), speaking with strangers at a community meeting (COMMVTG), talking about school or work (SCHOOL), discussing politics (POL), giving a speech (SPEECH), being interviewed for a job (INTERVIEW), understanding TV programs (COMPINT), and understanding formal speech (COMPFL).

Factor maps resulting from MFA2 are shown in Figures 10.3 and 10.4. As seen in Figure 10.3a, TalkFreqWPARENTS projected almost entirely onto Dim2, whereas ManExperience, ParentsLg, Grandparents, and ManProficiency projected almost entirely onto Dim1. The remaining variable groups (Siblings, ResidLen, SelfLg) projected onto both dimensions. Notably,
TalkerGroup projected onto Dim1 only, suggesting that it is orthogonal to TalkFreqWParents. Figure 10.3b plots the projections of categorical variables, which showed that “Chinese” or “Mandarin” features mostly projected onto the right half of the plot and “English” features mostly onto the left half. As for the projections of numeric variables, as seen in Figure 10.3c, ManExperience and ManProficiency variables mostly projected positively onto Dim1, while TalkFreqWParents variables projected almost entirely onto Dim2 (positively). The Siblings variables CNTYNG and CNTOLD projected disparately onto Dim1, the former negatively and the latter positively. Like CNTOLD, the Grandparents variable YrsRes, along with the ResidLen variables AOAR, DADAOAR, MOMAOAR, and YrsMAN, projected positively onto Dim1. On the other hand, YrsENG projected negatively onto Dim1.

The orientation of individual HSs in the factor map is shown in Figure 10.4a, and example demographic profiles of two peripheral HSs are
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displayed in Figure 10.4b. As seen in Figure 10.4a, members of the HE subgroup (labeled Ha) and LE subgroup (labeled Hb) were distinguished mostly by Dim1, with HE speakers on the right and LE speakers on the left. Combined with Figure 10.3, this result thus suggested that the HE versus LE subgroup distinction corresponded primarily to differences in the ManExperience, ManProficiency, ParentsLg, and Grandparents variables, as opposed to TalkFreqWParents. As for Siblings, the numbers of older (CntOld) versus younger (CntYng) siblings were aligned with the HE versus LE subgroup distinction. Indeed, in Figure 10.4b, we see that participants Ha10 and Hb21 converged on TalkFreqWParents, but differed with respect to all the other variable groups; for Ha10, these projected onto Dim1 positively, whereas for Hb2, they did so negatively.

With regard to MFA3 and MFA4, recall that these analyses were meant to reduce the dimensionality of the phonetic variables, with MFA3 focusing on Mandarin and MFA4 on English. To confirm the validity of the results, given
the limited size of the participant sample, we conducted cross-validation tests for both MFA3 and MFA4 by drawing twenty random samples of talkers (10 with 16 talkers, or about 60 percent of the talkers; and 10 with 21 talkers, or about 80 percent of the talkers) and replicating the MFA analyses on the acoustic data of each random sample of talkers. Our report on the MFA3 and MFA4 results based on the full datasets thus includes comments about the robustness of the findings based on cross-validation using partial datasets.

Starting with MFA3, we included six variable groups in this analysis: VowelF1 (including, e.g., U(LBL), U(ALV), U(PLT), U(VLR), and U(GLT), referring to the vowel /u/ in a bilabial, alveolar, palatal, velar, and glottal context, respectively; ou(nil), referring to /ou/ in an onsetless context, etc.), VowelF2, VowelF3, Fricative (e.g., s.CNTRD and s.PAF, referring to the centroid and peak amplitude frequency of retroflex /ʂ/), VOT (e.g., t and th, referring to the mean VOT of short-lag /t/ and long-lag /th/, respectively, etc.), and Tone (e.g., T1.START, T1.END, T1.RANGE, T1.MEAN, T1.DUR1, and T1.DUR2, referring to T1’s starting f0, ending f0, f0 range, mean f0, duration in isolation, and duration
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in context, respectively; T3TurnPt, T3HalfT3Rate1, and T3HalfT3Rate2 (Final), referring to T3’s turning point and rate of realization as “half Tone 3” in isolation and in the final syllable of a multisyllabic context; ToDur2 and ToDur2(NonObl), referring to T0’s duration in context overall and in non-obligatory contexts specifically, etc.).

Factor maps resulting from MFA3 are shown in Figures 10.5 and 10.6. As seen in Figure 10.5a, Fricative, VowelF1, and VowelF3 projected mostly onto Dim1 and VowelF2 onto Dim2, while VOT and Tone projected onto both Dim1 and Dim2. In addition to VowelF2, both TalkerGroup and MandarinVariety projected mostly onto Dim2 (close to each other, because they were highly correlated; e.g., L2 learners were coded as ‘NA’ for MandarinVariety, as described above), suggesting that TalkerGroup was distinguished mostly by VowelF2, as well as VOT and Tone. Cross-validation results showed these patterns to be quite consistent, although there was some
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variation for *Fricative* (which projected more onto Dim2 in some tests). Figures 10.5b and 10.5c plot the projections of variables in the segmental and tonal variable groups, respectively. Converging with Figure 10.5a, these figures indicate that variables in the *Fricative*, *VowelF1*, and *VowelF3* variable groups projected mostly onto Dim1, while those in the *VowelF2* as well as the *VOT* variable group projected mostly onto Dim2. In particular, *VowelF2* variables projected onto Dim2 positively and *VOT* variables did so negatively. On the other hand, *Tone* variables occupied a relatively wide area, with some (e.g., T1Dur2, T3Dur2) projecting positively onto Dim2 and others (e.g., T3HalfT3Rate2(NonFinal), T4Dur1) doing so negatively. Cross-validation showed variation for *Fricative* variables (which, as above, projected heavily onto Dim2 in several tests), as well as inconsistency in the direction of projections; in some tests, *VowelF2* variables projected onto Dim2 negatively and *VOT* variables did so positively. There was also some inconsistency in the projections of T1Dur2 and T3Dur2, on the one hand, and T3HalfT3Rate2 (NonFinal) and T4Dur1, on the other; although the two pairs of *Tone* variables consistently projected in different directions onto Dim2, the specific direction of their projection differed across tests. Change in the orientation of
Tone variables on Dim2, however, was always in sync with change in the orientation of VowelF2 and VOT on Dim2.

The orientation of individuals in the factor map of Mandarin production is shown in Figure 10.6a, and Mandarin phonetic profiles of four peripheral individuals are provided in Figure 10.6b. As seen in Figure 10.6b, participants L23 and Ha12 had the highest projections of VowelF2 onto Dim2, followed by Hb20, and then N5. With respect to VOT as well, participant L23 had the highest projection, followed by Hb20, and then Ha12 and N5. In conjunction with Figures 10.5b and 10.5c, these results suggest that, overall, L2 participants tended to have higher F2 values and lower VOTs than NM participants, with HSs patterning in between these two groups. Cross-validation showed this tendency to be relatively consistent, but in some tests the orientation of talker groups (see Figure 10.6a) was in the reverse direction along Dim2 (i.e., NM > HS > L2), which was correlated with a reversed orientation of the VowelF1, VOT, and Tone variables along Dim2. Additionally, the HS and NM groups
often appeared more merged than they appear in Figure 10.6a, likely due to the smaller sample of HS/NM talkers drawn for the cross-validation tests.

Given the different Mandarin dialectal backgrounds found among the HS and NM participants, we conducted additional analyses examining the role of MandarinVariety, as shown in Figure 10.7. In Figure 10.7a, which plots individuals separated by MANVRYT1 on the left and MANVRTY2 on the right, it is clear in the left panel that participants whose home variety was Taiwan or Singapore Mandarin (TWSG; in black) and those whose home variety was Mainland Chinese (MC; in gray) were highly overlapped, yet slightly shifted apart on Dim1; in the right panel, a similar pattern is evident for speakers whose home variety was Southern (black) versus Northern (gray). These results thus suggest that the TWSG versus MC contrast resembled the Southern versus Northern contrast, both corresponding mostly to Dim1; however, although this means that these dialectal contrasts are likely to be located in variables from the VowelF1, VowelF3, and/or Fricative variable groups (consistent with the individual phonetic profiles in Figure 10.7b), it remains
unclear exactly which of these variables contribute to the dialectal contrasts. Cross-validation showed a consistent parallelism of the TWSG versus MC and Southern versus Northern contrasts along Dim1, although in a small number of tests (mostly with 60% talker samples), these contrasts were not clearly visible, and the talker groups were more merged, again likely due to the smaller sample of talkers.

Finally, MFA4, focusing on English production, included five variable groups (the same ones in MFA3 except for Tone), and the factor maps resulting from this analysis are shown in Figures 10.7 and 10.8. As seen in Figure 10.7a, Fricative, VowelF1, and VowelF3 projected mostly onto Dim1, and VowelF2 and VOT did so mostly onto Dim2 (cf. Figure 10.5a). Furthermore, TalkerGroup projected mostly onto Dim2, suggesting that TalkerGroup was distinguished mostly by VowelF2 and VOT. These projection patterns remained consistent in cross-validation. Consistent with Figure 10.7a, Figure 10.7b indicates that variables in the Fricative, VowelF1, and VowelF3 variable groups mostly projected onto Dim1, and those in the
VowelF2 and VOT variable groups mostly did so onto Dim2. However, while all VowelF2 variables projected onto Dim2 positively, VOT variables showed a disparity in terms of their projections onto Dim2; some (t, k, p, d) projected positively, while others (g, b) projected negatively, with smaller coordinates. Cross-validation showed some variation in the projections of the Fricative and VOT variables, but an overall clear trend for Fricative variables to project mostly onto Dim1 and VOT variables onto Dim2, in line with the overall pattern. Further, while in some tests the VOT variables all projected positively onto Dim2, in general, the t, k, p, and d variables appeared higher (i.e., more positive) than the g and b variables, in line with the overall pattern.
The orientation of individuals in the factor map of English production is shown in Figure 10.9a, and English phonetic profiles of four peripheral individuals are given in Figure 10.9b. Consistent with Figure 10.8a, Figure 10.9a shows that participant groups were distinguished mostly along Dim2, with LE (Hb) participants at the top of Dim2, followed by L2 and HE (Ha) participants (who largely overlapped), and then by NM participants at the bottom. This pattern was consistent across most of the cross-validation tests. Again, since Dim2 comprised mostly \( VowelF2 \) and \( VOT \), this suggests that participant groups were primarily distinguished by variables in these two variable groups. Indeed, the phonetic profiles in Figure 10.9b show that the individuals representing the four participant groups clearly differed in \( VowelF2 \) variables (solid line). Given the coordinates of \( VowelF2 \) variables in Figure 10.8b (i.e., projecting positively onto Dim2), the profiles indicate that participants Hb18 and L24 both had higher \( F_2 \) measures, followed by Ha15, and then N3, suggesting that Hb18 and L24 produced more fronted (therefore, more canonically English-like) back vowels than Ha15 and N3. As for \( VOT \) variables (dotted line), participants N3, Ha15, and L24 had overall similar \( VOT \) coordinates on the Dim1 \( \times \) Dim2 plane (in the lower-left quadrant), whereas Hb18’s \( VOT \) coordinates were in the upper-right quadrant, suggesting that
Hb18 produced longer VOTs for the (mostly) voiceless stops projecting onto Dim2 positively (t, k, p, d), and thus larger VOT distinctions as compared to the voiced stops projecting onto Dim2 negatively (g, b).

10.4 Discussion and Conclusions

Returning to our study goals, we set out to test an approach to reducing the dimensionality of detailed demographic and phonetic production profiles that could support the investigation of IDs in production as well as the exploration of how different phonetic aspects of a given language may develop in relation to each other. This approach, based on MFA, produced three main insights. First, the overall organization of participants in MFA of a broader set of socio-demographic variables was generally consistent with the group divisions used in our previous work (Chang et al., 2011; Chang & Yao, 2016, 2019), providing evidence of the validity of the original groups that were based on only a few variables. At the same time, however, the few cases of ambiguous
or apparently erroneous group affiliation within the two-dimensional (Dim1 × Dim2) factor map (e.g., participants Ha7 and Ha8 vis-à-vis the LE/Hb and NM groups, respectively; see Figure 10.2a) suggested that the additional socio-demographic variables in the MFA provided relevant data for understanding participant differences. Second, although participants within a group tended to resemble each other in terms of variable projections, even within a participant group, there were often considerable IDs for both demographic and phonetic profiles. Third, variables differed in terms of how big a role they played in distinguishing among participants. In the case of socio-demographic factors, for example, variables related to *what languages* are used between participants and their parents were more informative than variables related to *how often* they talk. In the case of phonetic factors, $F_2$ and VOT were more informative than $F_1$ or $F_3$, both in Mandarin and in English production,
which is consistent with the focus on $F_2$ and VOT in prior work (Chang et al., 2011). These results suggest that for Mandarin–English bilinguals (in either order of acquisition), approximating target phonetic norms in their L2 may take longer for $F_2$ and VOT than for other phonetic properties, which could be due to the occurrence of problematic L1–L2 similarities in these areas that make it difficult for learners to form distinct L2 representations supporting target-like production (Flege, 1995).

Given the above three findings, we are optimistic about the potential for the MFA approach to open up avenues for integrating investigations of IDs in HLs with investigations of IDs in majority languages, which is rarely done, yet is necessary to gain a full picture of HSs as bilinguals. In the current study, carrying out side-by-side analyses of Mandarin and English production was facilitated by the common “currency” of the two analyses; each focused on the first two dimensions emerging from MFA, which incorporated a core of five variable groups for both languages. Such a design also allows for a limited
number of correlations that can be meaningfully compared across languages, which we present in this section as a demonstration of an approach to examining the relationship between demographic and phonetic profiles.

Focusing on the first two dimensions of each profile, our exploratory correlation analyses aimed to see whether dimensions of the demographic profile (DemoDim1, DemoDim2) can predict dimensions of the phonetic profile, both for Mandarin (ManDim1, ManDim2) and for English (EngDim1, EngDim2). These analyses showed that there was a significant, and strong, negative correlation of DemoDim1 with ManDim2 (Spearman’s $\rho = -0.67, p < 0.05$), but not with ManDim1 (Spearman’s $\rho = 0.29, n.s.$). All other correlations, including that of the demographic profile with the English phonetic profile, were not significant (Spearman’s $\rho = -0.23$ to $\rho = 0.38, n.s.$). In regard to the DemoDim1–ManDim2 correlation, recall that DemoDim1, starting from the low (negative) end, distinguished participants in the order L2, LE, HE, and NM, while ManDim2 was positively correlated with $F_2$ measures in back vowels and negatively correlated with VOT in aspirated stops. Thus, the negative DemoDim1–ManDim2 correlation reflects, in large part, the fact that, compared to the other groups, L2 participants produced higher $F_2$ values.

---

6 For correlation plots, see Figure 10 in the supplementary materials at https://osf.io/5hyjfl/.
in /u ou/ and shorter VOTs for /pʰ tʰ kʰ/, both of which place L2 participants at the high end of ManDim2. Considering the variable groups that projected onto DemoDim1, which included the trio AoAr, SelfLg, and ParentsLg, we interpret this result as supporting the view that both the timing and the manner of Mandarin exposure influence Mandarin production, particularly backness/rounding in back vowels and long-lag VOT.

Although we are necessarily cautious about this apparent link between socio-demographic and phonetic dimensions for Mandarin but not English, as it is based on an MFA that considered a relatively small subset of socio-demographic variables that were available for all participants, this type of finding demonstrates that the outcomes of MFA can feed other types of analyses, leading to results that can be interpreted. Here, the correlation results provide suggestive evidence that socio-demographic variables are more critical for the HL than the majority language, consistent with a pattern in which HSs tend to be native-like more consistently in the majority language than in the HL (Chang, 2021).

In closing, we would like to synthesize what we have learned about group-based versus individual-centered approaches from the current study and our previous work with this same participant sample. Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages, so choosing between the two is a matter of evaluating trade-offs. On the one hand, the group-based approach is often easier to carry out, but risks obscuring important IDs. On the other hand, the individual-centered approach allows one to deeply analyze IDs, yet it may be prone to losing the “forest” for the “trees” (i.e., making larger generalizations harder to see). In our previous work, we took a group-based approach because we assumed distinct populations of Mandarin–English bilinguals, whose production patterns we wanted to distinguish empirically. The current study, however, has highlighted how constructs such as native speaker, late learner, and heritage speaker, even if readily understandable, can be difficult to distinguish from each other in practice; that is, these are categories with fuzzy boundaries, which means that a group-based study may end up drawing dividing lines that are, to some extent, arbitrary or artificial. By contrast, in the individual-centered approach, there is no need to draw preexisting dividing lines; instead, categories such as demographic groups can emerge from the data. This, we believe, is the chief advantage of the individual-centered approach; that is, it dispenses with dividing lines and, therefore, with the need to make decisions about group classifications.

This initial attempt at taking an individual-centered approach using MFA to shed light on variation in Mandarin HSs’ sound systems paves the way for several future research directions. For one, the current study was limited in its variables, which had been selected in previous work for a different purpose, and in its sample size of participants, which had not been determined with
MFA in mind. Thus, it would be useful in future research to expand the set of phonetic variables, for example, to represent the given sound system more comprehensively. Since a different, and larger, set of variables will probably change what projects onto each dimension in MFA, replicating this type of study with more variables and a larger sample size of participants will be essential to understanding the generalizability of the results. In addition, although we have exemplified analyses relating phonetic variables to sociodemographic variables in terms of the first two dimensions from MFA, there are other dimensions that can be explored, such as the third and fourth dimensions. These and other research avenues hold promise for providing a rich characterization of the remarkable diversity of HSs, both in their life experiences as well as in their sound systems.
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